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Virtual Space and the Contention over Representations of the City

Tuuli Lähdesmäki

Abstract
The European Capital of Culture (ECOC) is one of the longest running cultural initiatives of the European Union (EU). The EU annually designates one or more cities with this much-competed-for city brand. In various cities the ECOC designation has caused tensions and disagreements over the decision-making process, funding of cultural events, and the use of urban space. These disputes have also generated urban activism that uses various platforms to contest ECOC policies: public discussions in the local media, Internet sites and blogs, as well as alternative events and activities organised by the citizens themselves. This chapter investigates the conflict related to the ECOC designation of Turku (Finland) in 2011, which ultimately produced alternative meanings and representations of the city. The study focuses on a local group of urban activists and their project, ‘Turku—European Capital of Subculture 2011.’ The opposition on the part of these activists to the official ECOC designation was expressed through an appropriation and alternative interpretation of urban space using online texts, images, and videos. The Internet in general, and social media in particular, enabled the project to create critical communalities. Drawing on virtual ethnography and a ‘close reading’ of textual and visual material, I will analyse the urban polyphony and explore how these activists challenged official meanings of the city and its public spaces.
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1. Introduction
Scholars in sociology, geography, and urban studies have proposed descriptions, definitions, and theories of the city showing that it consists of several physical, social, and cultural layers. These discussions have approached the city as a physical space, a mental state, a discursive construction, and a product of social interaction. In this chapter, the city is understood as produced by various spatial, visual and textual representations that are then ‘read’ and interpreted by its inhabitants. Representation is a core concept in visual cultural studies and fine arts. Some scholars have, in fact, noted that the field of art studies is generally based on ‘representationalism’—a process according to which people perceive reality only through representations produced by language, images, and other sign systems. In addition, scholars have emphasised that representations are always connected to a particular point of view and thus not objective, neutral, ‘natural,’ or innate—
although some representations are more easily taken for granted or considered normative than others. The plurality of urban representations forms a multi-layered fabric of significations generated and disseminated by both ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’ discourse. Therefore, different meanings of the city co-exist, overlap and are constantly being negotiated, accepted or rejected. This has led to a discussion of the relation between representation, complex power structures and social hierarchies. Representations shape people’s notion of reality and their perception of everyday social practices in various ways, which makes the production of representations a political act. As Leena-Maija Rossi states, ‘representation is politics.’ ‘Official’ representations of a city are political and ideological instruments that help those in power to influence public opinion, renew the image of the city and attract capital. Place marketing and branding are very popular means used by politicians and authorities to ‘sell’ their city.

Since the 1980s, place marketing has emerged as a key feature within urban and regional policies as well as public management to encourage development and increase attractiveness and competitiveness. In practice, place marketing often includes activities that identify and promote distinctive qualities of a particular place in order to attract new inhabitants, visitors, and investments. City branding and image-creation therefore aim to modify the collective image of the city. The recent boom of festivals and various mega-events can be linked to an increasingly fierce competition for the attention of important stakeholders; including consumers, investors, and policy-makers. The role of events such as art festivals or sports competitions in regenerating and rebranding cities is an active field of research.

During the past decades, several international or supranational organisations have created both permanent and temporary brands granted to cities that apply for them and fulfil a number of set criteria. One of the best-known European city brands is governed by the European Union. The annual designation of the European Capital of Culture is one of the EU’s longest-running cultural initiatives. Since 1985, the EU has designated cities—first as European Cities of Culture and later as European Capitals of Culture (ECOC)—for one year at a time. Since its launch, the designation has grown into a much-competed-for brand.

According to the latest EU decision on the ECOC, the cultural programme of the designated cities has to satisfy two main criteria, called ‘the European Dimension’ and ‘City and the Citizens.’ The first criterion requires the cities not only to foster co-operation between cultural operators, artists, and cities from other member states of the EU but also to highlight cultural diversity in Europe while underlining common aspects. The second criterion encourages direct participation of those who live in the city and its surroundings. Another objective is to raise interest in the city and its activities, nationally and internationally, and to promote long-term cultural and social development of the city. The implementation of the ECOC year is financed mainly through local, regional, and national sources. If the
set criteria and expectations are met, the EU grants each designated city 1.5 million Euros for expenditure.

The ECOC initiative is meant to have a positive impact on the cities by revitalising their local cultural and economic sectors while also creating social cohesion and a feeling of community. However, results of the ECOC designation have often been exactly the opposite. Event organisation, marketing strategies, the rhetoric of city branding, management, and financing policies associated with the ECOC year have caused tensions, debates, objections, and even counter-movements in several cities, as indicated by various studies. The host cities have been criticised e.g. for failing to enable local cultural ownership, overcome real social divides, and create lasting cultural legacies. According to Cian O’Callaghan, the problems lie in the very core of the ECOC initiative: the multiple objectives are often contradictory and only rarely mutually reinforcing. The events should incorporate economic and cultural objectives, introduce local culture and cultural heritage as well as European cultures and identities, stage international arts events, and simultaneously advance the local cultural sector and social inclusion objectives. According to O’Callaghan, ‘mutually antagonistic discourses and policy objectives that the ECOC is constituted within create inevitable fragmentation, anxiety and dissonance in the host cities.’

The debates over ECOC reveal diverging notions of the city, because not all citizens accept the official discourse and programme. This kind of conflict inspired a counter-movement in Turku—a city of 180,000 inhabitants in Southern Finland. In 2007 Turku was designated as a European Capital of Culture for the year 2011. An independent foundation—Turku 2011—was created and took care of planning, coordinating, and promoting the cultural events. Altogether, Turku’s ECOC programme consisted of 155 official projects. However, the total number of events in the city was much higher since many of the projects covered various types of smaller activities and performances.

In the following chapter, I will focus on the counter-movement that criticised the Turku 2011 Foundation, city authorities, and the way they represented the city in the promotional material, policies, and the official cultural programme. I will analyse alternative representations proposed by the counter-movement and focus on the particular sites where they were produced. The protest of the counter-movement was expressed through a number of self-organised cultural events and interventions. However, contestation also found its way to the arenas of cyberspace. The Internet and social media functioned as a public space in which ECOC’s official discourse and city branding practices could be discussed, questioned and subverted.

2. Case Study: Turku—European Capital of Subculture 2011

In Turku, the ECOC designation and city branding strategies generated a high degree of dissatisfaction among the population regarding the city’s current policies.
In addition, several political decisions that led to budget cuts and that affected mainly local cultural operators and institutions were criticised by the residents of the city. As in other cities, the preparations for the ECOC year in Turku triggered debates in which citizens, local interest groups and cultural associations expressed their objection to the management and financing policy of ECOC organisers. A variety of interest groups and individuals formed both loose and more organised networks through which to participate in the cultural and political life of the city. A part of these activities were coordinated by a project titled Turku—European Capital of Subculture 2011.

Turku—European Capital of Subculture 2011 was launched by a network of local urban activists. A group of art students, artists, and other like-minded local people, including youth, had already organised and set up an association in Turku in 2006 with the intention to establish a new type of cultural centre based on voluntary and independent cultural production. The association had suggested that the city would assign them an empty estate for this purpose. To speed up the process and publicly contest the city’s current estate policy, a group of people occupied empty city-owned buildings, where they hosted cultural activities. As a reaction to this action, the city adopted a zero tolerance policy on squatting.

The same local people launched the Capital of Subculture project after Turku won the ECOC designation and as a response to the ‘culture-hostile attitude’ of the city and ‘the unwillingness’ \(^{12}\) of the Turku 2011 Foundation to support the local cultural scene. The high budget of the ECOC programme and the plans for using the money to invite foreign artists to perform during the cultural year were also condemned. The budget amounted to 55 million Euros plus 145 million Euros allocated for capital investments in various infrastructural projects. The activists emphasised the importance of supporting local artists, local cultural operators and small-scale cultural activities. Their criticism also focused on the concept of culture and the audience-participant-artist relation promoted by ECOC. They claimed that the official programme mainly represented a high-cultural understanding of art and supported institutionalised culture. Moreover, the citizens of Turku were only seen as a passive audience. The activists, thus, wanted to activate the population and encourage them to organise cultural events in city-owned spaces. The core group of the Capital of Subculture project comprised approximately a dozen activists. However, the organisation of festivals and other cultural events as well as co-operation with other activist networks multiplied the number of people involved in the project. The events often attracted over one hundred people.

The activists of the Capital of Subculture project used various means to manifest their criticism. On the one hand, they ‘occupied’ urban space by collectively organising cultural events and festivals in the city centre or in the squatted city-owned estates. Some of the largest events happened once a year, such as the ‘Protest Camp Festival’ called Art Slum which was set up to ‘comment on
the long continued lack of work space for artists in Turku,' because 'the indefensible cultural policy of Turku has chased the artists and the receivers of art into a slum.' The Art Slums were built from waste material and used as venues for various cultural activities, such as concerts, performances, poetry readings, exhibitions, workshops, and discussions. On the other hand, the Capital of Subculture project made ample use of the Internet, including various forums in the social media. The activists’ online and offline activities were thus closely intertwined.

3. Data and Methods: ‘Reading’ Representations of the City

In her study on Sibiu as ECOC, Ana-Karina Schneider compares urban space to a palimpsest. She argues that during the ECOC year the city’s public spaces are turned into stages for diverse sociocultural events and inscribed with new layers of meanings producing the palimpsest nature of the city. The urban palimpsest is not only limited to the physical or material environment since new layers of meanings can also be created through linguistic and visual representations, i.e. in the virtual world.

As Michel Maffesoli notes, diverse collective representations form the milieu in which we live with others. Scholars in sociology and human geography have especially stressed the role of language in the production of space and place. Space as known, interpreted, depicted, and theorised space is always related to linguistic practices. It is saturated by language, formed by language-based concepts, stories, descriptions, memories, and associations.

Scholars have often used the metaphor of a text when discussing space because it contains encoded meanings that have to be ‘read’ and decoded by its inhabitants. These codes have been established at specific historical periods and vary in their effects. If we follow this idea, a city can also be approached as a multi-layered text because it can be both ‘written’ and ‘read’ in several ways. As discussed by Michel de Certeau, the city, on the one hand, constitutes a ‘planned text’ generated by strategies of official and institutional entities aiming to structure and represent the city as an objective functional entity. On the other hand, it appears as a ‘readable text’ that enables a variety of subjective interpretations by its users.

The counter-movements in the ECOCs can be analysed in light of these theorisations of urban space as a palimpsest or multi-layered text. In Turku, the ‘planned text’—which also included cues of how to ‘properly read’ it—was created by the Turku 2011 Foundation and city authorities. The activists of the Capital of Subculture project, however, ‘read’ the spatial text in an unexpected way producing diverging interpretations and meanings. The palimpsest and multi-layered nature of urban space can be linked to Bakhtin’s concept of ‘raznorezie,’ or polyphony. He argues that each society, group, generation, etc., has its own language, which may either generate dialogue or lead to a cacophony. Ulla
Pohjamo refers to Bakhtin’s concept of polyphony to explain how different interest groups in the city may use their own language in order to make sense of urban space and thus create their own city in the same geographical location. Space is always in the process of being made—in a state of being perceived and signified from distinct points of view.

In order to investigate the contesting representations of the city by the Turku—European Capital of Subculture project in relation to the ‘planned text’ of the Turku 2011 Foundation my analysis relies on documents produced by both parties. In addition to the official promotional material, I examined various texts, images, and videos available on the website of the Capital of Subculture project, but also open blogs supporting the project, open discussion forums, the project’s Facebook page, flyers, posters, YouTube videos filmed by the activists, as well as TV programmes. My methodological approach is that of virtual ethnography. The (non-participatory) observation took place on the aforementioned Internet sites.

My analysis of the data is based on the qualitative method of close reading. Close reading can be defined as a broad category of interpretative explorations, which enable the researcher to carry out a detailed analysis of phenomena on semantic, structural, and cultural levels. It is associated with New Criticism in literary studies aiming at a ‘mindful, disciplined reading of an object with a view to deeper understanding of its meanings.’ Close reading refers conceptually to the analysis of words and interpretations of a text. However, researchers have applied close reading to various other phenomena, such as media texts, images, films, games, and environments. The starting point for my ‘reading’ is the assumption that all physical, visual, and textual expressions of the city resonate with each other and participate together in the production of meaning.

4. Contesting Representations of Turku

The ownership and use of the city and its public spaces was one of the main interests of the Capital of Subculture project. In this section of this chapter I will discuss in greater detail how the communication strategies as well as the textual and visual material produced by the Capital of Subculture project generated different meanings of the city and its spaces. For the activists, the idea of the city was inextricably intertwined with its citizens. On their website, blogs, and in social media discussions, the city was represented as a community of people. The activists published an online ‘Manifesto of the Capital of Subculture’ according to which ‘the city is no more than its citizens, and culture is nothing more spectacular than our every-day life and words and deeds.’ It was emphasised that the city’s public spaces should be invested by its citizens in a free, non-hierarchical, and non-consumerist way. Thus, the activists encouraged everybody to participate in their project in order to create independent cultural products that were not regulated by the official cultural institutions of the city and the ECOC programme. The project promoted itself as enabling a ‘free,’ ‘alternative,’ and ‘autonomous’ cultural
production in the city and as supporting a diversity of cultural expressions, unlike the ‘official’ cultural scene of Turku. The following quotation from the project’s Facebook site illustrates their goal and motivation.

The project Turku—European Capital of Subculture 2011 aims to gather up creators, advocates, and spectators of free and autonomous culture. We don’t actually seek for a confrontation with the official European Capital of Culture project, but to get people to realize, that alternative culture can exist in parallel with the mainstream culture. However, we manifest our dissenting opinion on the capitalist politics of the project European Capital of Culture. Capital of culture, or culture of capital?

The initiative ‘Capital of Subculture 2011’ strongly express its concern on the unintelligible politics regarding artists and (public) space. We seek to impugn the customary forms of behaviour and to find new approaches towards grass roots culture. Everyone is an artist and people should be encouraged to make culture that suits their own needs, opposed to only being a spectator in massive, alienating operas.

The activists involved in the project often positioned themselves as ‘the citizens,’ or simply as ‘we,’ in order to demonstrate their unanimity, as the previous quotation indicates. In addition, the activists called themselves ‘artists,’ ‘street artists,’ or ‘makers and friends of art,’ thus emphasising the creative potential of the citizens. The rhetoric deployed by the activists produced a unified and culturally oriented image of the Capital of Subculture project. Even though the project encouraged ‘everyone’ to contribute to the independent and spontaneous cultural production in the city, their unspoken expectation was that the people would share the same critical view. As one of the activists stated in an interview with a local student journal, ‘[o]n our website, one can get acquainted with our main principles and our manifesto. By understanding our course of action anyone can join and bring along something new.’ Nevertheless, the open invitation did not necessarily mean that everyone was accepted.

The rhetoric of the activists also produced a unified and singularised ‘opponent,’ namely ‘high culture,’ ‘Turku,’ ‘Capital of Culture,’ or ‘the bureaucrats.’ As the quote, immediately above, indicates, the high-cultural institutions and modes of art were targeted in particular. The cultural scene in the city was described as ‘alienating’ for the ‘common’ citizen because it offered only expensive, exclusive, and pompous shows for a small portion of the population. The group’s rhetoric reveals, on the one hand, that they did not consider all inhabitants as ‘the citizens’ of the city, and, on the other hand, that even ‘the city’ had a double signification. Although the activists defined the citizens as ‘being the
city,’ their discourse often referred to ‘the city’ as their opponent. In these instances, ‘the city’ was a collective term not for the ‘common’ citizens but for city authorities, the established cultural institutions of the city, and those inhabitants who were considered as privileged consumers of high-cultural products.

Moreover, Turku’s urban space was characterised as dominated, bureaucratic, and commercial. From the activists’ point of view, these aspects did not foster spontaneous creativity and independent agency on the part of the citizens in order to shape their everyday environment. Urban space needed to be given ‘back’ to its citizens for their free use. Thus, the Capital of Subculture project cooperated with like-minded squatters and ran cultural activities and alternative festivals in squatted buildings and public spaces, such as parks. The activists considered that these events brought the otherwise little used or abandoned city space to life. One of the cultural events organised annually by the Capital of Subculture project was the Festival of Free Culture. It drew a generally younger audience that produced and participated in performances and workshops ranging from puppet theatre to punk concerts. The events were planned, discussed and advertised on the project’s website, blogs, Facebook page, and certain online forums.

The Capital of Subculture project represented the city as a battlefield of opposing views on how to use Turku’s urban space. The following quotation from a blog entry by one of the activists illustrates the notion of the city as a space of colliding standpoints. As the excerpt indicates, the Capital of Subculture project mobilised anti-neo-liberalist vocabulary often used by leftist or anarchist movements.

The Festival of Free Culture has originated from the need to make the urban space look like people, like us. In public space, usually only those who are able to pay for publicity and those who are promoted by advertising companies can be seen. We think that the city belongs to the citizens, and they have the right to be seen and heard in urban space. The Festival of Free Culture is a part of the global fight for free urban space. We have used culture as an important weapon in this fight. We do not find the cultural offerings of Turku—the Capital of Culture—satisfying: art museums, the city theatre, and operas are fine, but not what we want. Culture does not consist merely of the things listed in cultural programs. We consider it important to increase the appreciation of subcultures by organising events of our size that look like us and we want them without boring bureaucracy and a million euro budget provided by large foundations. We want to free the culture from institutions and foundations and give it back to the people, and declare everyone a part of the urban culture—
not only as a passive consumer and a receiver but as a producer and an agent. Everyone is an artist; culture belongs to all!32

The cultural events of the project were promoted in blog entries and social media discussions as fostering and disseminating cultural diversity and polyphony in the city. This is how one of the activists commented on the squatting of an empty building where several cultural activities took place in 2010:

This time one of the motives [for the squat] was the year 2011, when Turku, the Cultural Capital of Europe, is expected to deliver the goods regarding the polyphony of culture, which at this point seems to be realised only in brochures and advertisement on local busses.33

During the past decades, urban policies have intimately connected creativity and culture to economics and industry. The concepts of creative economy and cultural economy—currently used in Western urban policy and management rhetoric—are based on the idea of a correlation between cultural and economic development. Thus, culture has become an economic keyword.34 The economic dimension of culture and creativity is intertwined with urbanism because cities and their urban environment are considered to drive economic growth.35 Charles Laundry’s writings on the ‘creative city’36 and Richard Florida’s thoughts on the ‘creative class’37 in an urban environment have lead many cities—including the ECOCs—to gain value from culture and creativity.38 In Turku, the official promotion and policy rhetoric brought the economic and social dimensions of the ECOC designation to the fore. The designation, the cultural programme for the ECOC year, and the cultural regeneration of the city were expected to increase tourism, employment in the cultural sector, and cultural consumption in the city.

The economic dimension of the ECOC designation was severely criticised and mocked by the Capital of Subculture rhetoric. The project represented the city and its public spaces as commercialised and subjected to purely economic interests. The activists, however, claimed that culture should remain independent from economical motives and the logic of the market economy. They addressed this issue on their website in the following fashion:

We want to take over the production-based cultural sector and bring some variety into it, thus offering non-commercial experiences. ‘Creative economy’ rarely serves individuals. It is centred on consumption and profits that are financially measurable. We resign from creative economy. The value of culture is not the pile of Euros it produces. If culture can touch—really, deeply—even one person, it has earned its place.
It should be possible to create culture out of pure joy! By freeing the cultural sector from professionalism, we want everyone to have the possibility to build Turku as the Capital of Subculture 2011 that would look like them and be on their scale.\(^39\)

The project was intended to be a grass-roots cultural agent with the goal to increase ‘real’ creativity and promote ‘true’ urban culture in the city. Cultural events, such as the Art Slum and the Festival of Free Culture, were meant to diversify cultural genres, to implement a bottom-up approach to creativity, and to be free for everyone. As such, they wanted to offer an alternative to the expensive cultural shows imported by the Turku 2011 Foundation, as the following quote indicates:

Even in 2011 the commercial Capital of Culture project is unwilling to support the aims of the citizens of Turku to express themselves. This year the Art Slum is thus the true Capital of Subculture in the heart of Turku! There will be concerts, workshops, visual art, hanging around, food, drinks, poetry, beauty, ugliness, and everything that looks like us—to counterbalance the spectacles ordered from abroad.\(^40\)

Instead of foreign artists, performers and big production teams, the Capital of Subculture project insisted on small-scale cultural production and locality as a starting point for creative action. On the one hand, this kind of rhetoric positioned the project as a counterforce to the practices and policies of the Turku 2011 Foundation, and, on the other hand, reinforced its core idea of the city as being constituted by its citizens:

The event [The Festival of Free Culture] is free with no age limit, so it is open to everyone who is interested. All performers participate without compensation just to show support to the idea of free culture. The whole programme is produced by the citizens of Turku; and this year the organisers especially want to emphasise local know-how. Go Turku!\(^41\)

The co-operative, communal and grass-roots approach of the project is echoed in its visual material, such as its posters and flyers. The activists documented the activities by photographing and filming them. The material was uploaded to the Internet and shared over social media. The activists also documented their disputes and conflicts with city authorities and the police. The latter intervened several times to stop events and unauthorised demonstrations. Photos and videos of these
interventions, uploaded to the project’s website or on YouTube, were used to portray the activists as victims and city authorities as hostile to ‘culture’ and ‘creativity’—at least as these were defined by the Capital of Subculture project.

The project also drew attention to places in the city that were both significant and useful for supporting its view of culture. These included closed down venues (such as a rock club, a building housing artists’ ateliers, a book café, local libraries, a movie theatre, and a former bar for reggae, hip hop, and electro music) and old wooden buildings in the city centre damaged by fire. These places were integrated into an ‘ironic’ map of the city which featured small-scale cultural venues and mocked the official ECOC events. The Capital of Subculture project’s website mimicked several thematic maps of the official ECOC programme in order to show the city from a different perspective. One example of this is the ‘Bongaa Turun mulkut!’ (Spot the pricks of Turku!), with reference to an official ECOC event ‘Bongaa Turun murkut!’ (Spot the ants of Turku!). This online map of Turku contained small flame symbols locating cultural venues that were threatened with closure, or already destroyed, despite their importance for the subcultural or alternative cultural scene. One of the flames on the map marked the location of the Turku Municipal Facilities Corporation, which administers the estates of the city. According to the activists’ website, the corporation had ‘hounded the local culture for decades.’

Even though the Capital of Subculture project intended to deconstruct cultural hierarchies, its language and many of its promotional activities on the Internet and in the social media created dichotomies between ‘high’ culture and subculture. The project’s efforts to encourage and foster alternative cultural activities as well as a non-commercial and communal use of urban space was based on a discourse of victimisation, opposition, and hostility.

5. Intersections of Urban Space, Public Space, and Virtual Space

The idea of space being produced by social relations was introduced by Henry Lefebvre in his seminal book, *La production de l’espace*, published in 1974. He defined space as both produced by, and productive of, social relations. In Lefebvre’s thought, the conceptual aspect of space is intertwined with subjective experiences and practices as well as linguistic and symbolic representations. Lefebvre has identified these three different dimensions as conceived (le conçu), perceived (le perçu), and lived (le vécu) space. In his theory a materialised, socially produced, empirical space, which is open to concrete measurement and description is called perceived space. Conceived space is the work of planners, engineers, urbanists, technocrats, and others. It is tied to the order of design and to the control over the production of space. Lived space is a directly experienced space of everyday life. For Lefebvre, lived space is teeming with intimate sensations and imagination, offering a terrain for the production of counter-
spaces—spaces of resistance to the dominant order arising from their subordinates, peripheral or marginalized positioning.45

The contesting meanings and uses of urban space in Turku can be discussed in light of Lefebvre’s theories. The Turku 2011 Foundation and city authorities conceived of space through their ideas, concepts, and a vocabulary strongly influenced by management and policy discourse. These abstract and conceptual discourses then materialised in the form of spatial and cultural practices implemented by the ECOC programme and by the restoration or repair of some of the city’s public spaces. In reality, the conceived space was used and represented differently by the activists, thus engendering a (or their) lived space.

According to Lefebvre, conceived space shapes or even dominates everyday life and the understanding of space (i.e. lived space) in the modern world.46 In this vein, the idea of public space can be understood as being determined by hegemonic conceptualisations and discourses, even though, in the Western world, public space originally stands for openness and democracy. Several scholars, including Michel Foucault, have argued that public space in modern societies is inherently hierarchical and subject to control.47 Instead of being open, free, and equal, public space is accessible only to some citizens while excluding others.48 It is regulated by official and institutional bodies to serve their own policies and agendas. Thus, the egalitarian notion of public space is often dissimulated by the reality of power relations. As the example of Turku has shown, the meaning and functions conferred to public space as it becomes lived space, that is space constituted by subjectivities, experiences, memories, emotions, and images, may drastically differ from those of institutionalised public space.49

But where is public space actually located? Does it have to be physical, material? Can public space be virtual as well? In today’s digitalised world, determined by virtual information and practices as well as the use of social media, the ‘virtual’ and the ‘real’ are interwoven. Consequently, the idea of public space can be extended to the virtual dimension. On the one hand, public spaces ‘virtually’ exist on interactive websites or in live webcam images. On the other hand, the Internet itself could be perceived as a virtual public space for social, cultural, commercial, and political use.

Scholars who are particularly interested in contemporary social movements and activism consider the Internet as a ‘relatively open public sphere.’50 In general, the spread of the Internet and the development of social media have had a major impact on the organisation of social movements and the intensification of activism. As Thomas Arnold discusses in his chapter, cyberspace has often been connected to idealist and utopian ideas about the possibilities of creating new forms of political engagements, managing knowledge and communication in a new way, and enabling new forms of personal identities.51 Nevertheless, virtual space first has to be invested by committed individuals or groups in order to serve as an instrument for collective action. As the Capital of Subculture project demonstrates,
social media offers both a platform for networking, communication, and organisation, as well as a virtual space in which activism itself may take place. Thus, the project’s strategies were both Internet-enhanced and Internet-based.52

Martha McCaughey and Michael D. Ayers have pointed out that the Internet has substantially changed our understanding of activism, community, collective identity, democratic space, and political strategy.53 The Internet and social media as immediate, interactive, increasingly accessible, and multilateral space empower individuals to initiate, participate in, and influence discussions on communality, identity, space, and politics. In this book Omar Basalamah and Elyas Tariq argue that virtual space disrupts traditional power relations between the ‘dominant’ and ‘dominated.’ The possibilities of virtual space may actually help to re-position the ‘dominated’ subject as an invisible observer of the authorities and their actions.54

One of the major advantages of social media is their potential to facilitate anonymous, decentralised, and leaderless social communication. The Capital of Subculture project used this tool in its favour in order to demonstrate its anti-hierarchical and democratic structure. Even though the activists emphasised openness and equality as their guiding principles, they also created their own structure of power based on friendships and alternative interests in implementing the aims of the project, links to other activist networks, and activity to participate in the project. The project had its spokesmen whose interests determined the content and articulation of its discourse.

Many activist groups and social movements have criticised the existence of power hierarchies and their influence on the public sphere in contemporary societies. According to them, it is especially difficult to challenge or reduce the power of mass media. On the one hand the press and mass media seem to be interested in controversial issues and confrontations. It is not only important for society to make controversies public; it is often also a lucrative business because these stories ‘sell’. On the other hand, however, they tend to silence or criminalise protest behaviour.55 Although it is easy for activists to create and publish statements, manifestoes and alternative agendas on the Internet and in the social media in order to try to challenge the silence of the mass media regarding controversial issues, it is much more difficult for these statements to be actually acknowledged and to receive a response, because the Internet is profoundly fragmentary. While activism on the Internet is ‘public’ and generally accessible to all Internet users, it may not generate any reactions in the public sphere or in the mass media. In the case of the Capital of Subculture project, the activists did indeed succeed in raising some interest in their activities in the local and national media, but they were not able to spark a public discussion, engagement or movement on a larger scale which would seriously challenge or even change the ‘official’ use, representation and notion of public space, city, culture, or cultural participation.
6. Conclusions

The ECOC designation is a city brand that influences meaning and use of urban space in the selected cities. When we refer to the meaning of a city, it does not only include its physical environment but also a variety of textual and visual representations. Therefore, the city can be considered as a text, which is both ‘written’ and ‘read’ in many ways. It is inherently polyphonic, giving voice to a variety of different ideas, patterns and interpretations. In Turku, the promotional material and policy rhetoric of the Turku 2011 Foundation and city authorities produced the official and institutionalised representation of the city which corresponds to de Certeau’s ‘planned text’ or, to use Lefebvre’s term, ‘conceived’ space. However, space is neither absolute nor univocal. It may change or consist of several intertwining layers. The Turku—European Capital of Subculture 2011 project shows how urban space can be charged with new meanings and practiced in different ways than those prescribed by planners, authorities, and institutions.

The ECOC initiative pursues diverse ideological and political goals: it intends to develop and foster social well-being, communality, cultural industries, tourism, intercultural dialogue, etc. in the designated cities. In general, the initiative focuses on increasing ‘mutual acquaintance’ and ‘mutual understanding’ and on creating a positive feeling of belonging. Nevertheless, in various cities the ECOC designation has caused confrontations and disputes over cultural production, economics, communality, and meaning of urban space. These disputes revealed the existence of deeply rooted power hierarchies and dichotomies opposing authorities and alternative movements. The Capital of Subculture project brought to the fore the mechanisms involved in the use of urban space as well as the possibilities of grass-root level activism.

The Capital of Subculture project attracted local and national media attention from its very beginning. From a journalistic point of view, the project raised an interesting and controversial subject. The activists were contacted by journalists and editors in search for a good story or interested in giving a voice to the activists. The media often referred to the members of the Capital of Subculture project as ‘activists’ or ‘cultural activists’, explaining their views and objectives to the readers. Some of the media reports on festivals and events organised in squatted buildings also had a critical tone to them, e.g. when stories focused more on police interventions or disturbance to neighbours. The discussion forums of local newspapers sometimes spoke of the activists as ‘teenagers’ and ‘youth’, or as ‘criminals’, ‘hooligans’, ‘hippies’, ‘drunks’, or ‘kooks’, although in many cases the writers shared criticism of Turku2011’s cultural management, decision-making, and use of money. The rhetoric of the Capital of Subculture activists may be considered by some as idealistic or naïve, but the project managed to offer an alternative to the official representation of the city. Its activities produced an imagined city within the city.
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